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 Many of us have a sense that there is some tension between a commitment to 

democratic decision-making and respect for individual rights. We know that democratic 

decision-making procedures can issue in failures to respect rights, and we can imagine 

circumstances in which some rights might be better respected if political decision-

making procedures were not fully democratic. So we worry that democracy and rights 

might not exist together in any simple, straightforward harmony. 

 These commonplaces, as crudely as I stated them, are probably true, but they 

really are very crude. The broad and very abstractly stated tension between democracy 

and rights encompasses a complicated network of institutions, interactions, and 

accompanying moral questions. These include questions about how best to arrange 

collective decision-making institutions, about when government coercion (or other 

activity) is permissible, about the duties of officials charged with executing laws, about 

whether and when citizens have obligations to obey the law, and so on. These questions 

all involve the competing pulls of values associated with democracy and values 

associated with individual rights. But these questions are also different enough that we 

cannot assume that they are all subject to the same kind of reconciliation between 

democracy and rights. For instance, a solution to the problem of how different values 

relate in determining when citizens have obligations to obey the law need not imply 

that those values relate in the same way when we turn our attention to questions of 

institutional design or the permissibility of government action. 
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 Keeping in mind this plurality of tensions between democracy and individual 

rights may help us understand Corey Brettschneider’s attempt in Democratic Rights to 

`reconcile external constraints [aimed at protecting substantive rights] on democratic 

procedures with the belief that democracy is the fundamental basis for legitimate 

polities’ (2007: 8). By asking precisely which questions of political morality 

Brettschneider means to address by achieving this reconciliation, we might better 

appreciate his contribution, and the relationship between his `value theory of 

democracy’ and other contending approaches to these questions. In this essay, I first 

discuss what questions the value theory might be thought to answer, and how its 

answers might compare to some alternatives. I argue that the value theory is not unique 

in its ability to support both democracy and rights in certain respects. The uniqueness 

of the value theory stems from its insistence on reconciling democracy and rights 

through exclusive recourse to a set of `democratic’ values. But this choice to exclude 

other, less immediately political values, I argue, limits the theory’s ability to respond 

appropriately to the wide range of values that are in fact relevant to our political lives. 

Moreover, this limitation is unnecessary: even if we accept, as Brettschneider does, that 

‘democratically justifiable coercion must appeal to citizens’ status as free and equal’ 

(2007: 61), we need not restrict political argument to those values tightly connected to 

democratic decision-making. In the second section of this essay, I illustrate my 

criticisms of the value theory of democracy by exploring Brettschneider’s discussion of 

punishment in chapter five of Democratic Rights. I argue that Brettschneider’s 

approach to the justification of punishment generally, and his objections to capital 

punishment in particular, reveal the shortcomings of his `democratic contractualist’ 

method (2007: 54). This method, by unnecessarily abstaining from the consideration of 
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values not tightly connected to the practice of political rule, fails to account fully for 

the moral complexity of punishment. As a result, the value theory may fail to guide 

democracies to the various reconciliations with rights that political morality requires. 

 

1. Democracy and Rights: What Exactly are the Problems? 

 Brettschneider offers his theory as an alternative to `liberal’ and `pure procedural’ 

theories (2007: 7-8, 11-12). It is worth taking a moment to determine what exactly 

these competing theories, including Brettschneider’s value theory, are meant to be 

theories of— that is, which questions about democracy and rights they are meant to 

answer. Given the plurality of tensions between democracy and rights I mentioned 

earlier, it is not always obvious from the text what positions in political morality these 

theories are supposed to imply, and therefore what the defects are in the existing 

theories that the value theory of democracy means to correct. 

 We should recognise at the outset that, at the most abstract level of description, 

all of these competing theories can agree that, ideally, states ought to be organised 

democratically and ought also to respect individual rights. The theories can agree, that 

is, with what Brettschneider describes as his thesis: `that ideal democracies recognize 

both procedural and substantive ideals’ (2007: 137). All of the theories are compatible 

with the view that things go best when people democratically and reliably resolve to 

respect rights. In such cases, any tensions between democracy and rights are idealised 

away, and whatever distinctive features the theories deploy to address those tensions do 

not come into play. So, for instance, even if we limit the epithet `liberal’ to those 

theories that declare substantive rights `more fundamental than democracy’ (2007: 8), 

liberal theories can support the view that these fundamental rights would ideally be 
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supported through democratic means. Similarly, most strongly procedural theories are 

perfectly compatible with claims that participants in political procedures ought to 

promote rights-respecting outcomes.1 (Of course, such a theory may deny that we have 

any special reason to respect rights, but there is nothing about proceduralism that 

requires such a view.) None of these theories need be so straitened or dogmatic as to 

deny altogether the value of democracy or rights. 

We should expect the theories to diverge in those cases in which democracy and 

rights do come into some tension. The question for readers of Democratic Rights is 

which tensions Brettschneider means to address, and which theoretical divergences are 

supposed to be salient. Brettschneider suggests that his value theory should replace 

liberal and procedural theories of `the justification and limits of legitimate coercion in 

political society’ (2007: 22; see also 57). What do we mean by describing coercion as 

`legitimate’? The answer is surprisingly ambiguous for such a familiar term. To say 

coercion is legitimate might mean, for instance, that the coercion is morally 

permissible; that it backs a law that citizens ought to obey; that the coercion ought only 

to be resisted in certain limited ways; or some combination of these and other claims 

about the rights and duties of various political agents. These claims are conceptually 

distinct; we cannot assume they mutually imply one another. So it matters which claims 

about legitimacy Brettschneider’s theory aims to establish. 

Though the text is not always explicit, Brettschneider’s primary concern 

appears to be with the permissibility or justifiability of coercion (see, e.g., 2007: 22, 35, 

43).2 His value theory of democracy is a theory about when government coercion is 

justifiable—what policies, for instance, governments may permissibly enforce through 

threats of punishment. This suggests that the theory `reconciles’ democracy and rights 
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by making conclusions about coercion’s justifiability depend on both the coercion’s 

procedural pedigree (i.e., whether it was democratically endorsed) and the substantive 

nature of coercion (i.e., whether it respects certain rights). As we have seen, however, 

nothing prevents liberal or procedural theories from achieving this kind of 

reconciliation. So the value theory cannot improve on these alternatives simply by 

resolving tensions between democracy and rights in this broad sense of ensuring that 

justification depend on both procedure and substance. It must offer us some other 

advantage.  

Brettschneider suggests that the value theory’s advantage over alternative 

theories derives from its particular structure of justification. He presents his 

conclusions about justifiability as an elaboration of `the democratic ideal’ (2007: 11), in 

contrast to theories that can only reach similar conclusions by making reference to 

other, not especially democratic, ideals. The value theory of democracy is so called 

because it derives its claims about justification exclusively from `core democratic 

values’ (2007: 23), which in turn aim to acknowledge and elaborate `citizens’ status as 

self-rulers’ (2007: 20; see also 19, 36). By limiting the theory’s argumentative 

resources to these democratic foundations, a proponent of the value theory admits there 

are tensions between procedural and substantive values, but describes these as 

occurring `within democracy’ rather than `between democracy and a theory that 

constrains it’ (2007: 137). We achieve the reconciliation of democracy and rights by 

relocating any antagonism inside the big tent of democratic values. 

Identifying such value antagonism as `intra-democratic’ would not be an 

advance if this move were mere re-description—if the moral terrain as envisioned by 

the value theory of democracy were isomorphic with that envisioned by, say, prominent 
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liberal theories, with only the names changed. If we had the same basic web of 

tensions, it would not matter whether we described the tensions as occurring between 

two democratic sets of values rather than between democracy and something else.3 

Brettschneider must show, therefore, that his approach of arguing that the `core values’ 

underlying democratic procedures also imply commitments to individual rights, has 

some substantive, rather than merely nominal, advantage over, say, John Rawls’s 

approach of arguing that our commitments to democracy and to individual rights both 

stem from basic commitments to freedom, equality, and fairness. In both of these 

approaches, the procedural aspects of democracy are grounded in values that also 

require respect for rights. Are there differences here that make a difference? 

Brettschneider avoids proposing merely nominal change by insisting on the 

substantive novelty of the value theory’s exclusively democratic approach to 

justification. The value theory ostensibly differs from its competitors by restricting the 

content of the values from which justification may draw, and this in turn has 

consequences for the policies and acts that are deemed justifiable.4 In taking this 

approach, however, the theory must navigate between two difficulties, both stemming 

from the strategy of deriving substantive rights from citizens’ status as self-rulers.  

First, Brettschneider must argue that the core values include substantive values 

sufficiently strong to ensure that the demand to respect rights should at least sometimes 

override procedural concerns. (Otherwise the theory would effectively collapse into 

pure proceduralism.) But packing too much into the idea of citizens’ sovereign status—

such as a principle of equal treatment (2007: 23), and a set of entitlements for aliens 

who do not have political rights and thus are not, in fact, rulers (2007: 60)—may 

unduly stretch the concept. Such an approach makes it very difficult to distinguish 
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justificatory claims that plausibly represent interpretations of citizen self-rule and those 

that (impermissibly, by the value theory’s lights) smuggle in other, non-democratic, 

values.5 The more the theory vindicates as `democratic’ values that lack a clear 

connection to the actual practice of political rule, the more the theory risks arbitrariness 

in adjudicating between `democratic’ and `non-democratic’ claims. The idea of citizen 

status would cease to serve its regulatory function within the theory. As a result, the 

theory would become much less determinate in its policy prescriptions, as well as less 

clearly distinct from alternative theories. 

Brettschneider can avoid this first difficulty of overstretching the concept of 

citizen status by carefully restricting his justificatory claims to those supported by 

values clearly connected to political rule. But this way of deriving rights from our 

status as ruling citizens threatens a second difficulty: it risks understating what rights 

are due to us as persons, irrespective of any political status. There is little reason to 

think that our interests related to equal political rule are the only, or always the most 

important, moral interests at stake in political questions. Our interests in bodily 

integrity, health, economic security, stable property ownership, and social equality, to 

take just a few examples, are substantially implicated in many political decisions, and 

the full range and extent of those interests cannot be fully accounted for by protecting 

our interests in democratic political rule, narrowly conceived. By restricting the 

interests that political justification may reference, the value theory understates the 

range and importance of the rights that we owe citizens (and non-citizen persons), and 

may give such rights that the theory does recognise an inappropriately limited or 

unstable foundation. By respecting the status of citizens but not the status of persons, 

the value theory will often misrepresent the nature of our moral concerns.  
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Brettschneider refrains from invoking concerns grounded in personhood, rather 

than those more narrowly grounded in citizenship, because he worries that arguments 

about `personhood’ are improperly `comprehensive’ in a Rawlsian sense (e.g., 2007: 

58-9). I believe this worry is unfounded. For what it is worth, Rawls himself did not 

think that arguments about personhood were objectionably comprehensive: he 

explicitly developed a political (rather than a comprehensive) `conception of the 

person’ (Rawls 2005: I, §5). This conception, including as it does a recognition of 

persons’ `two moral powers’—`a capacity for a sense of justice and for a conception of 

the good’ (Rawls 2005: 19)—builds moral content into the idea of personhood. This 

very broadly defined moral content extends beyond values tightly linked with 

democratic political activity, and the wide-ranging content has wide-ranging 

consequences. Rawls’s conception of the person shapes the procedure according to 

which his principles of justice are selected (see, e.g., Rawls 2005: 103-07), thereby 

underwriting arguments for basic liberties and the just distribution of primary goods. So 

the arguments that build on this content are not ‘political’ in the narrow sense of 

relating to what we ordinarily think of as political activity (deliberating, voting, and so 

on), but Rawls believes they are ‘political’ in the broader sense of fitting within a 

‘freestanding’ conception of justice that does not depend on any objectionably partisan 

comprehensive or metaphysical view (Rawls 2005: 10). Rawls may be wrong to think 

his arguments avoid such partisanship, but his work suggests that there is space for a 

broadly political view, like Brettschneider’s, to roam beyond narrowly political 

boundaries. Avoiding objectionable doctrinal partisanship in public justification does 

not require avoiding all reference to values and interests not tightly connected to 

processes of collective decision-making.  
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Unlike Rawls, Brettschneider believes that broadly political justification 

requires exclusive reference to narrowly political values and interests. As a result, the 

general structure of the value theory of democracy, by describing our interests in rights 

as primarily `democratic’, risks preventing us from giving the best account of those 

interests, and thus of our rights. In the next section of this essay, I argue that these 

general risks inherent in Brettschneider’s strategy of justification manifest themselves 

in specific difficulties in his approach to democratic punishment. 

 

2. The Rights of the Punished: Understanding `Political’ Justification 

The basic question of chapter five of Democratic Rights is how a democracy may 

punish properly convicted criminals. Brettschneider argues that `justification requires 

rights of criminals against punishments that undermine their status as citizens’ (2007: 

98). Throughout the chapter, Brettschneider exhibits the salutary concern that we 

connect abstract justifications for punishment to specific arguments that the state may 

permissibly inflict such punishments—that arguments about punishment are in that 

sense appropriately political. I believe, however, that his exclusive focus on citizen 

status as the source of moral concerns about punishment causes him to misdescribe the 

nature of those concerns. In this section, I argue that this attempt to circumscribe 

political justification by limiting it to arguments about citizen status leads 

Brettschneider astray in two cases: first, his attempt to rule out retributivist arguments 

about punishment, and second, his attempt to argue that the death penalty is 

unjustifiable. In both cases, I believe, restricting the argument to narrowly political 

claims forces Brettschneider into making untenable arguments about the relationship 

between citizen self-rule and punishment, while ignoring other, morally significant 
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aspects of the state’s infliction of suffering. In this respect, the aim of providing 

narrowly `political’ justification—argument derived solely from citizens’ political 

status as ruler—is a misguided, Procrustean endeavour. Moreover, I argue that the 

moral reticence of the theory limits its ability to respond thoroughly and flexibly to the 

variety of ways in which punishment—and, indeed, public policy generally—

implicates both procedural and substantive values. 

Brettschneider attempts to rule out retributivist justifications of punishment 

wholesale (2007: 101-5). (Retributivism asserts, very roughly, that punishment is 

justified because criminals deserve to suffer for their crimes.) Brettschneider levels two 

types of criticism against retributivist theories, both of which stem from what he sees as 

their apolitical focus on what ought to happen to the criminal, agent-neutrally, rather 

than on what punishment the state as agent may permissibly inflict.6 First, 

Brettschneider tries to show that there is a gap between retributivist arguments about 

the suffering a criminal deserves and the justification required to support punishment 

by the state. Brettschneider argues, for instance, that retributivists cannot distinguish 

between private and public punishment, and that our intuitions reveal a wedge between 

what we feel criminals deserve and what we think states may permissibly do to those 

criminals. I believe retributivists can plausibly avoid these objections, but I will focus 

here on Brettschneider’s second, more sweeping criticism: his claim that the moral 

arguments regarding desert deployed by retributivists may not be used in political 

justification. 

Brettschneider says that retributivism depends on moral views of a kind that 

cannot support justification of punishment to citizens (2007: 102-3). Any retributivist 

justification must refer to some theory about individual moral desert—for instance, 
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about what makes a person deserve suffering—which Brettschneider thinks would 

depend on a `comprehensive’ morality. For familiar Rawlsian reasons, `democracy’s 

public reason’ precludes recourse to comprehensive views when engaging in public 

justification. So retributivist arguments cannot support such justification. 

Brettschneider does not dwell on this point, which is unfortunate, because I do 

not see what makes a theory of moral desert inevitably `comprehensive’ in an 

inappropriate way. As a rough sketch, we might say that a retributivist view at its core 

must include some way of identifying criminally wrong actions, or actions that in some 

relevant way indicate the actor’s bad character; some account of why the wrongness of 

these actions or the badness of the actor’s character cancels, pre-empts or overrides our 

usual reasons not to inflict suffering on people; and perhaps some schedule of 

appropriate punishments, including some standards of proportionality indicating which 

punishments are proper for which offenses. These elements do not obviously require 

comprehensive doctrinal partisanship. As I suggested in the previous section, the mere 

fact that such elements have moral content should not disqualify them from political 

argument, nor should the fact that these elements refer to evaluations (e.g., of desert, or 

of proportionality) that are not narrowly `political’ in the sense of relating to our role as 

citizen rulers. Many of the most basic interests involved in cases of punishment—

interests in bodily integrity, in avoiding suffering, and so on—are interests we have as 

persons generally (or, indeed, as human animals), irrespective of our political status as 

democratic citizens. It would be a serious flaw in a theory of political justification if 

that theory could not refer to such basic interests on the grounds that they are 

insufficiently `political’.  
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The important question is whether the basic elements of a retributivist theory 

could meet the relevant criteria of reasonableness, or whatever else is necessary for 

broadly political justifications of state action—for instance, whether retributivist claims 

are consistent with fair terms of social cooperation we reasonably think free and equal 

citizens might reasonably accept.7 We have some reason to think that retributivism 

could pass such a test.8 We could define criminally wrong actions or bad character as 

those that threaten important, broadly political interests (such as citizens’ basic 

liberties) in certain specified ways, and we could regulate claims of proportionality 

according to the place and importance of these interests in the political conception of 

justice. (Admittedly, a political retributivism could not insist on a full, comprehensive 

account of the wrongness or badness of certain crimes, but political retributivism would 

not require such an account any more than Brettschneider’s democratic contractualism 

requires a full, comprehensive account of, say, the moral foundations of citizen 

equality.) We could explain the cancellation or overriding of reasons not to inflict 

suffering with reference to some ‘political conception of the person’ that, like Rawls’s 

(2005: 33-34), underwrites attributions of responsibility and accountability. Much turns 

on how one would fill out the argumentative details of this broadly political 

retributivism, and I do not insist on supporting Rawls’s particular approach to such 

questions. This quick sketch suggests, however, that a refusal to assert the supremacy 

of one’s comprehensive doctrine is compatible with making the kinds of public moral 

judgments on which retributivism depends. The fact that arguments refer to interests or 

judgments that do not directly have to do with politics in the ordinary, narrow sense of 

the word does not place them beyond the justificatory pale. 
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If I am right, the value theory of democracy cannot rule out retributivist 

justifications for punishment. In itself, this is not a serious flaw in the theory. 

Brettschneider himself realises that the theory cannot fully adjudicate between different 

theories of punishment (2007: 104-5), and there is no reason to demand of the theory 

that it do so. But the difficulties present in Brettschneider’s critique of retributivism are 

symptomatic of more serious limitations in the theory—limitations that undermine the 

theory’s ability to deliver determinate, morally sound judgments on public policy. 

These limitations emerge, I believe, in Brettschneider’s discussion of capital 

punishment. 

Brettschneider argues that `capital punishment is inconsistent with respect for 

the status of criminals qua citizens’ (2007: 103). He avoids grounding his abolitionist 

arguments on the human dignity of wrongdoers, as he sees such claims regarding `the 

moral desert of persons’ as insufficiently political for the purposes of democratic 

contractualism. Instead, Brettschneider proposes two arguments against capital 

punishment: an argument from state fallibility (the worry that we might execute 

innocent people), and an argument from the interminability of the state’s obligation to 

justify coercion to its citizens.  

I will not say much about the argument from fallibility, except to note that it 

implicates questions about risk and the balancing of harms that would benefit from 

more thorough discussion of democratic contractualism’s approach to aggregation.9 

Brettschneider’s second argument against capital punishment applies even in 

(counterfactual) cases of certain guilt. A citizen has a `fundamental’ right to have 

coercion justified to him or her. `This right is so fundamental that it should be 

considered inalienable. If citizenship is inalienable, however, one cannot alienate one’s 
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own right to life either, because citizenship presupposes personhood’ (2007: 110). The 

need to justify coercion, says Brettschneider, presupposes a living person to receive 

justification. The state may not kill a criminal, because by doing so it would 

impermissibly terminate the relationship between citizen and state (2007: 111). 

I believe this argument is unsound. Let us accept that justification presupposes a 

living recipient of justification. The convicted criminal is alive when convicted and 

sentenced, and the sentencing ideally involves a justification of the punishment handed 

down. The fact that the penalty is death does not prevent the state from justifying the 

killing to the convict beforehand. To be sure, once the convict is dead, there can be no 

more justification – but nor is there any further action by the state to justify. So if there 

is some non-rejectable justification for the death penalty, the fact that justification 

presupposes living personhood does not undercut that justification. We are forced to 

directly address the question whether there is in fact any suitable justification for the 

death penalty—we cannot retreat to the claim that justification requires life. 

Justification for a discrete, temporally delimited act, like killing, does not presuppose 

indefinitely continuing life.10 To think otherwise presumably would be to deny 

justification for any killing, including, for instance, assisted suicide and voluntary 

euthanasia, killing in a just war, and so on. Such a position is certainly possible, but I 

do not think Brettschneider intends such rigorism. 

Brettschneider uses Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s discussion of capital punishment 

in The Social Contract to illustrate his own argument that support for capital 

punishment (along with the basic demand to justify coercion) requires one to endorse 

bizarre views about ongoing justification after death. Brettschneider suggests that 

Rousseau comes close to an absurd form of `idealism, in which an individual can 
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continue to exist as a citizen without being a person’ (2007: 111) and in which, 

therefore, the citizen can continue to receive justification despite being killed. I agree 

that such a view would be silly, but Rousseau does not endorse it.11 In any case, 

contemporary proponents of capital punishment need not accept this view. They might, 

for example, follow Rousseau (1987: 159; book II, chap. 5), who proposes the fairly 

straightforward rationale that ex ante, all would endorse a regime that included capital 

punishment as a means to promote security. Rousseau argues that the death penalty is 

not rendered unjustifiable simply because, after committing the crime, the criminal 

realises that he is going to bear the burden of this policy, and would rather not. 

Whatever we think about the content of this argument, the justification does not depend 

on any future persistence of the citizen. The future need to justify coercion is too slim a 

reed to bear the burden of abolitionist argument, and the `value of never terminating the 

relationship between citizens and the democratic state’ (2007: 111), without more, risks 

begging the question against proponents of capital punishment.  

We have no alternative, then, to confronting directly arguments for and against 

killing criminals. Abolitionists must address plausible justifications for capital 

punishment, like deterrence, and should be unafraid to rely on arguments about the 

general wrongness of killing. One feature of this wrongness might be that it terminates 

a valuable political relationship, but that is unlikely to be the only feature, or even the 

most morally significant one. Instead, we should expect various claims about the 

badness of death and the ways killing fails to respect personhood to provide the 

foundation of abolitionist arguments. While it is difficult to agree on the details, these 

claims are hardly sectarian in a way that democracy’s public reason should find 

objectionable. Any plausible, broadly political account of justification should have 
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sufficient resources to construct such claims: for example, to the extent that it 

recognises any interests of persons (whether in primary goods or anything else), it 

could rest the badness of death on the way in which death prevents the realisation of 

these interests. We should similarly be able to imagine many broadly political 

explanations of the prima facie wrongness of killing. To be sure, a broadly political 

account will be unable to make reference to full, comprehensive moral foundations, but 

that hardly means that a claim that killing is prima facie wrong could not form part of a 

freestanding conception of justice around which we may reasonably expect an 

overlapping consensus to form. (If a broadly political account could not make such a 

claim, this would be an extremely serious problem with the entire approach, as it would 

severely limit our ability to object to state killing of any kind.) Whether or not the 

claims I am outlining ultimately suffice to show the death penalty unjustifiable, such 

claims are at the very heart of our moral discourse. Too narrow a focus on respecting 

citizen status, as opposed to our broader interests and claims as human persons, thus 

unnecessarily foreshortens our moral deliberation about a serious public policy 

question—or at least forces us to translate our concerns into the narrowly political 

language of self-rule. Much may be lost in such translation. In either case, therefore, 

the value theory threatens to prevent us from responding appropriately to the range of 

values at stake. 

Greater clarity on how we should respond to a wide range of values, not all of 

which are narrowly political, might also help us see how various arguments address the 

different tensions between democracy and rights that I mentioned at the beginning of 

this essay. We need to keep careful track of how certain arguments about punishment, 

say, support different reconciliations of these tensions.12 Certain complaints about 
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capital punishment, for example, might be sufficient to establish that executing 

criminals is not morally justifiable, and thus that the grand tension between democracy 

and rights at the level of justifiability ought to be reconciled in favour of respecting the 

right not to be killed. But this conclusion is compatible with the claim that a 

democratically endorsed death penalty is `legitimate’ in that citizens ought not to resist 

its application except in certain prescribed ways, and thus that the tension between 

democracy and rights at the level of legitimacy (in this sense) ought to be reconciled in 

favour of respecting democratic authority. We therefore require nuance in the way we 

organise our intuitions and our recognition of values into claims about democratic 

rights. Limiting the range of relevant values, as the `core values of democracy’ 

approach does, may preclude such nuance, as it prevents us from seeing how various 

interests of citizens and persons have varying relative force with respect to different 

particular problems. (We might think, for instance, that narrowly democratic values 

ought generally to take precedence when it comes to legitimacy claims, while broader 

moral values ought generally to take precedence when it comes to full justification.) By 

limiting the plurality of values the theory recognises, Brettschneider’s approach may 

inadvertently limit its ability to account adequately for the plurality of tensions between 

democracy and rights. 

 

3. Conclusion 

 Given the many occasions in which we might and do feel the competing pulls of, 

say, political equality and individual freedom, we can easily be tempted into seeking a 

solution in simplicity—in a clear hierarchy of values categorically favouring either 

procedural or substantive values. Brettschneider rightly resists that simplicity, 
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embracing instead the idea that our political morality needs to account for both sets of 

values, which interconnect in a variety of ways. But he nevertheless understates the 

complexity of the relevant moral universe. Democracy and rights are likely in need of 

not one reconciliation, but many, each suited to the specific problem at hand. 

Moreover, these reconciliations require public recognition of a wide range of interests, 

not all of which can be reduced to those we have as democratic co-rulers. We see this 

most dramatically, perhaps, in the case of capital punishment, where the full range of 

interests in our lives—our lives within and outside politics—have direct relevance to 

our policy choices. But the point holds generally. Even in democracies, rulership is not 

the be-all-and-end-all of citizens’ lives and concerns, and we should not think there is 

anything inappropriate about acknowledging that fact. Citizens are people, too. 
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NOTES 

1 This might not be true of theories that are truly `purely procedural’ in Rawls’s sense, in 

that they claim that outcomes are just so long as they are produced by the proper 

procedures (1999: §14, 75). Such theories could not argue that rights-respecting 

outcomes were more just than any other outcomes with the proper procedural pedigree. I 

doubt there are any adherents to such a purely procedural theory—certainly Jeremy 

Waldron and Thomas Christiano, noted proceduralists, are not purely procedural in this 

sense. I should emphasise that when Brettschneider discusses `purely procedural’ 

theories of democracy he does not necessarily mean to invoke Rawls’s sense of the term. 
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Brettschneider appears to understand the pure procedural claim as a claim that proper 

procedural pedigree guarantees that an outcome is democratic or legitimate—not 

necessarily just (2007: 11-2, 145). Thus, these theories (like those of Waldron or 

Christiano) are compatible with claims that rights-respecting outcomes are most just, 

even if rights-violating outcomes might be equally democratic or legitimate. 

2 For the purposes of this discussion, I use `permissible’ and `justifiable’ interchangeably, 

so assume that coercion is permissible if and only if it is justifiable. I believe this is 

consistent with Brettschneider’s usage. 

3 Conceivably, the value theory might claim as an advantage that it is more parsimonious 

than competitor theories—that is, while it reaches the same conclusions, it does so using 

fewer or less controversial assumptions. Given how much moral content Brettschneider 

builds into the core values of democracy, however, including robust conceptions of 

autonomy, equality, and reciprocity (2007: 23-6), the theory is not especially 

parsimonious. So it must claim some substantive advantage over its alternatives. 

4 Another way in which Brettschneider’s project might make a practical difference is in its 

evaluation of political procedures themselves. Shifting our understanding of democracy 

might change our evaluation of which procedures—for instance, judicial review—might 

be suitably democratic. To the extent that this shift is merely nominal, it might just 

prompt opponents of judicial review to insist, not that decision-making institutions be 

`democratic’ in Brettschneider’s expansive sense, but that they satisfy requirements of 

political equality understood in narrower procedural terms. Unfortunately, I do not have 

the space to discuss Brettschneider’s defence of judicial review; I only note here that we 

should attend to whether describing the relevant value conflicts as `intra-democratic’ in 

that case substantially changes the nature of the debates. 

5 By `non-democratic’ here I only mean `not especially or uniquely democratic’. I do not 

mean to imply any inconsistency with democracy. 
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6 This issue has been discussed in the literature on retributivism. See, e.g., Murphy (1985).  

7 Here I paraphrase Rawls (2005: xlii). 

8 I do not say that Rawls, or the best reconstruction of Rawls’s theory, requires a 

commitment to retributivism; I only argue here that retributivist arguments are not ruled 

out by such theories on the grounds that the arguments are inappropriately 

comprehensive as opposed to political. In some brief comments in A Theory of Justice, 

Rawls seems to reject retributive accounts of penal sanctions, at least so far as ideal 

theory is concerned, though his reasons have little to do with supposed doctrinal 

partisanship (1999: 211-12). 

9 Brettschneider rather quickly dismisses utilitarianism and other `aggregate conceptions 

of equality’ (2007: 64) as incompatible with `democracy’s public reason’. I am not sure 

if he would extend this logic to, say, a rejection of general deterrence arguments for the 

(fallible) death penalty. Compare T.M. Scanlon’s discussion of aggregation (1998: 229-

41). Scanlon’s views, and those of political contractualists like Rawls, do not obviously 

preclude general deterrence arguments, but the question requires much more discussion 

than I can provide here. In any case, few defences of punishment today rely only on 

deterrence considerations. See, e.g., Berman (2008), especially note 1 and surrounding 

text. 

10 Supposing that justification requires an indefinitely persisting person to whom 

justification is owed may result from inadvertently smuggling fallibility concerns into 

one’s thinking—i.e., concerns that new reasons may emerge why this person should not 

be punished, which reasons would occasion a demand for further justification of any 

proposed execution (a kind of moral version of a judicial appeal or re-hearing). For 

purposes of Brettschneider’s second argument, however, we set aside such fallibility 

worries. 
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11  Brettschneider attributes this absurd idealism to Rousseau in part because he attributes to 

Rousseau the idea that `citizenship cannot be alienated’ (2007: 111), and so the idea that 

the convict remains a citizen despite being killed. But Rousseau is clear in book II, 

chapter 5 of The Social Contract that the convicted criminal `ceases to be a member’ of 

society (1987: 159). So there is no reason to think that the citizen survives the natural 

person. The misattribution may be due to Brettschneider’s conflation of the inalienability 

of citizenship (which Rousseau does not support) with the inalienability of a claim to 

justification (which Rousseau does support, at least in this context of criminally 

punishing citizens). For the possible conflation, see Brettschneider (2007: 110). 

12  I thank Simon May for suggesting this point. 
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